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scale modeling and analysis has driven the use of
Abstract
high performance resources and Grid environments
Natural disasters such as hurricanes heavily
for such problems.
impact the US East and Gulf coasts. This creates
In this paper, we describe the distributed
the need for large scale modeling in the areas of
software infrastructure used to run a storm surge
meteorology and ocean sciences, coupled with an
model in a Grid environment. The sensitivity to
integrated environment for analysis and
timely model completion drives the need for
information dissemination. In turn, this means there
specific techniques for resource management and
is an increased need for large-scale distributed
increased fault tolerance when the models run in a
high performance resources and data environments.
distributed Grid environment. This framework was
In this paper, we describe a framework that allows
developed as a component of the Southeastern
a storm surge model-ADCIRC to be run in a
Universities Research Association’s (SURA)
distributed Grid environment. This framework was
Southeastern Coastal Ocean Observing and
developed as a component of the Southeastern
Prediction (SCOOP) program[20]. The SCOOP
Universities Research Association’s (SURA)
program is a distributed project that includes Gulf
Southeastern Coastal Ocean Observing and
of Maine Ocean Observing System, Bedford
Prediction (SCOOP) program. SCOOP is creating
Institute of Oceanography, Louisiana State
an open-access grid environment for the
University, Texas A&M, University of Miami,
southeastern coastal zone to help integrate regional
University of Alabama in Huntsville, University of
coastal observing and modeling systems.
North Carolina, University of Florida and Virginia
Specifically this paper describes a set of techniques
Institute of Marine Science. SCOOP is creating an
used for resource selection and fault tolerance in a
open-access grid environment for the southeastern
highly variable ad-hoc Grid environment. The
coastal zone to help integrate regional coastal
framework integrates domain-specific tools and
standard Grid and portal tools to provide an
observing and modeling systems. Specifically, our
integrated environment for forecasting and
effort in this program is focused on two main areas:
information dissemination.
1) storm surge modeling for the south east coast;
and 2) experimenting with novel techniques to use
1. Introduction
grid resources to meet real-time constraints of the
Year after year, the US East and Gulf coasts are
application. The storm surge component uses the
heavily impacted by hurricane activity causing
Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC)[12] model that
large number of deaths and billions of dollars in
computes tidal and storm surge water and currents,
economic losses. For example in 2005, there were
forced by tides and winds. While our framework
14 hurricanes, exceeding the record of 12 in 1969,
was developed in the context of ADCIRC, the
out of which 7 were considered major hurricanes
solution is more general and is applicable for
[9]. To help reduce the impact of hurricanes, there
running other models and applications in grid
is a need for an integrated response system that
environments. In fact the framework is currently
enables virtual communities [1] to evaluate, plan
being applied to other models in the context of the
and react to such natural phenomena. The integrated
North Carolina Forecasting System[22].
system needs to handle real-time data feeds,
Our solution builds on existing standard grid and
schedule and execute a set of model runs, manage
portal
technologies including the Globus toolkit [2],
the model input and output data, make results and
Open Grid Computing Environment (OGCE)[4]
status available to the larger audience. In addition,
and lessons learned from grid computing efforts in
to enhance the scientific validity of the models there
other science domains, such as bioinformatics[21],
is a need to be able to recreate scenarios and re-run
astronomy[5] and other projects. A portal provides
the models for retrospective analysis[19]. The large-

the front-end interface for users to interact with the
ocean observing and modeling system. The users
can conduct retrospective analysis, access historical
data from previous model runs and observe the
status of daily forecast runs from the portal. The
real-time data for the ensemble forecast arrives
through Unidata’s Local Data Manager (LDM)[15],
an event-driven data distribution system that
selects, captures, manages and distributes
meteorological data products. Once all the data for
a given ensemble member has been received,
available and suitable grid resources are discovered
using a simple resource selection algorithm. The
model run is then executed and the output data is
staged back to the originating site. The final
ensemble result of the surge computations is
inserted back into the SCOOP LDM stream for
subsequent analysis and visualization by other
SCOOP partners [18].

2.

Science Drivers

Before we detail our design and techniques, we
present a brief description of the science elements
that are the motivation for our decisions. As
mentioned earlier for the storm-surge forecasts, we
use the tidal and storm-surge model ADCIRC[12].
ADCIRC is a finite element model that solves the
shallow-water
generalized
wave-continuity
equations for a thin fluid layer on a rotating
platform. The ADCIRC model is parallelized using
Message Passing Interface (MPI). In the current
implementation, we use a relatively coarse
representation of the western North Atlantic Ocean.
Figure 1. shows a 32-processing element
decomposition of this ADCIRC grid.
Storm surge modeling requires assembling input
meteorological and other data sets, running models,
processing the output and distributing the resulting

Figure 2. Timeline showing the computation of a
hotstart file and a subsequent forecast. On Day K,
the hotstart computed "yesterday" (Day K-1) is used
to bring the hotstart sequence up to date, and an 84hour forecast is subsequently computed. This same
hotstart file is used "tomorrow" (Day K+1) to start
Figure 1. Domain decomposition of a highthe sequence over again.
resolution ADCIRC grid used in the SCOOP
computational system.
information. In terms of modes of operation, most
meteorological and ocean models can be run in
‘hindcast’ mode, as an after fact of a major storm or
hurricane, for post-analysis or risk assessment, or
in ‘forecast’ mode for prediction to guide
evacuation or operational decisions[19]. The
forecast mode is driven by real-time data streams
while the hindcast mode is initiated by a user. Our
framework is designed to support both these usage
models for running ADCIRC and other models in a
Grid environment.
Further, often it is necessary to run the ADCIRC
model with different forcing conditions to analyze

In this paper, we describe the interaction of the
Grid components and specific techniques used for
resource selection and fault tolerance during model
execution. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In §2 the science drivers are described in
greater detail. We describes our design philosophy
in greater detail in §3. The architecture and
technology components are presented in §4 and §5,
experiences from our system and related work in §6
and §7, and we present our conclusions and future
work in §8.
2

forecast accuracy. This results in a large number of
parallel model runs, creating an ensemble of
forecasts. The meteorological modeling community
has long recognized that a consensus forecast, based
on an ensemble of forecasts, generally has better
statistical forecast skill than any one of the
ensemble members[14, 11]. Thus, we have taken an
ensemble approach to storm-surge forecasting that
requires access to a large number of computational
clusters, coordinated access to data and
computational resources, and the ability to leverage
additional resources that may become available
over time.
Our operational cycle is tied to the typical 6-hour
synoptic forecast cycle used by the National
Weather Service and the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). NCEP computes
an atmospheric analysis and forecast four times per
day, for which the forecast initialization times are
00Z, 06Z, 12Z, and 18Z. As ADCIRC solves
discrete versions of partial differential equations,
both initial and boundary conditions are required
for each simulation. Boundary conditions include
the wind stress on the ocean surface (an ensemble
member, described below) and tidal elevations.
The initial conditions for each simulation are taken
from a previously computed “hindcast” that is
designed to keep the dynamic model up-to-date
with respect to the analyzed atmospheric model
state. This is called hot-starting the model. For
each synoptic cycle, a hot-start file is computed that
brings the model state forward in time from the
beginning of the previous cycle to the start of the
current forecast cycle (Figure 2).
The wind field boundary conditions for each
simulation are taken from a variety of sources, each
of which constitutes one member of the ensemble.
In addition to the atmospheric model forecasts
provided by NCEP, the SCOOP project also uses
tropical storm forecast tracks from the National
Hurricane Center to synthesize “analytic” wind
fields. Each forecast track is statistically perturbed
and an analytic vortex model[13] is used to
compute the wind and pressure fields for each track.
In the SCOOP project, this service is provided by
the University of Florida and the wind files arrive
through LDM. We are currently investigating the
skill of this ensemble approach, and results will
appear in a separate communication.

3.

Design Philosophy

The need for timely access to high performance
resources for the large suite of ensemble runs makes
it important to have a distributed, fault tolerant Grid
environment for these model runs. Based on earlier
experience in storm surge modeling and the lessons
learned from other inter-disciplinary Grid efforts,
we identified a set of higher level design principles
that helped guide the architecture and
implementation of the system.
Scalable real-time system: As discussed earlier,
using ensemble modeling the forecast accuracy can
be increased. Running multiple high resolution,
large-scale simulations necessitates the need for a
scalable and distributed real-time system. Thus, our
system is based on Grid technologies and standards
allowing us to leverage access to ad-hoc resources
that may become available.
Extensible: While this effort has been largely
focused in the context of the SCOOP ADCIRC
model, our goal is to build a modular architecture to
be able to support other applications and add
additional resources as they become available.
Adaptable: The criticality and the timeliness
aspects of the science and the variability in grid
environments require the infrastructure to be
adaptable at various levels. The infrastructure needs
to have active monitoring and adaptation
components that can react to these changes and
ensure successful completion of the models using
fault tolerance and failure recovery techniques.
Specifically, based on these underlying design
principles, we are focused on building a framework
that can be used for real-time storm surge ensemble
modeling on the Grid that is triggered by arrival of
wind data. The required timeliness of the model
runs makes it important to address the following
issues on the Grid: a) real-time discovery of
available resources b) managing the model run on
an ad-hoc set of resources c) continuous monitoring
and adaptation to allow the system to be resilient to
the variability in Grid environments.

4. Data and Control Flow of the NC
SCOOP System
The ADCIRC storm surge model can be run in
two modes. The “forecast” mode is triggered by
real-time data arrival of wind data from different
sites through the Local Data Manager[15]. In the
“hindcast” mode, the modeler can either use a portal
or a shell interface to launch the jobs to investigate
prior data sets (post-hurricane). Figure 3 shows the
3

architectural components and the control flow for
the NC SCOOP system:
1.
In the forecast run the wind data arrives at
the local data manager (Step 1.F. in Figure 3). In
our current setup, the system receives wind files
from University of Florida and Texas A&M.
Alternatively, a scientist might log into the portal
and choose the date and the corresponding data to
re-run a model (Step 1.H. in Figure 3).
2.
In the hindcast run, the application
coordinator locates relevant files using the SCOOP
catalog at UAH[23] and retrieves them from the
SCOOP archives located at TAMU and LSU[17]. In
the forecast runs, once the wind data arrives, the
application coordinator checks to see if the hotstart
files are available locally or are available at the
remote archive. If they are not available and not
being generated currently (through a model run), a
run is launched to generate the corresponding
hotstart files to initialize the model for the current

resources. The application package is customized
with specific properties for the application on a
particular resource and includes the binary, the
input files and other initialization files required for
the model run.
6.
The self-extracting application package is
transferred to the remote resource and the job is
launched using standard grid mechanisms.
7.
Once the application coordinator receives
the “job finished” status message, it retrieves the
output files from the remote sites.
8.
In case of the hindcast mode, the results are
then available through the portal (Step 8.H in
Figure 3). Additionally, in case of forecast mode,
we push the data back through LDM (Step 8.F in
Figure 3). Data is then archived and visualized by
other SCOOP partners downstream.
9.
The application coordinator publishes status
messages at each of the above steps to a centralized
messaging broker. Interested components such as

Figure 3. The control flow through the various components of the architecture
forecast cycle.
the portal can subscribe to relevant messages to
3.
Once the model is ready to run (i.e. all the
receive real-time status notification of the job run.
data is available), the application coordinator will
10.
In addition the resource status information
use the resource selection component to select the
is also collected across all the sites and can be
best resource for this model run.
observed through the portal as well as used for
4.
The resource selection component queries
more sophisticated resource selection algorithms.
the status at each site and ranks the resources,
5. Technology Components
accounting for queue delays and network
We have described the flow through the control
connectivity between the resources.
system and identified the key components of the
5.
The application coordinator then calls an
architecture. In this section we will discuss in
application specific component that prepares an
greater detail the design issues, technology choices
application package that can be shipped to remote
and implementation of the architecture components.
4

As noted earlier, our architecture is based on
existing open source grid middleware and web
services tools such as Globus[2], Open Grid
Computing Environment (OGCE)[4] and WSMessenger[10].
We describe each of the
components in detail below.
5.1. Data Management
The data transport system in SCOOP is based on
Unidata’s Local Data Manager (LDM). LDM
allows us to select, capture, manage, and distribute
arbitrary data products over a networked set of
computers. LDM is designed for event-driven data
distribution where a client may ingest data. In
addition an LDM server can communicate with
other LDM servers to either receive or send data.
LDM is flexible and allows for site-specific
configuration and processing actions on the data.
The ADCIRC model receives its upstream wind and
meteorological data through LDM and the model
results are sent downstream to other SCOOP
partners through LDM for archiving and
visualization. LDM allows us to associate triggers
with arriving data that can be used for launching
automated model runs. In the long term we
anticipate that there might be multiple ways that the
data might arrive. In this case, the model runs may
need to be triggered by a higher level component.
We also use GridFTP to manage data movement
during model execution. In addition, we use the
SCOOP catalog[23] to locate the data files that may
have been generated previously. If available, the
files are retrieved from the SCOOP archives[17].
The two types of files retrieved from the archive are
the hotstart files to initialize the model run and the
netCDF wind files. The wind files arrive through
LDM for the forecast runs but may need to be
retrieved from the archive for the hindcast runs. In
addition, this gives us the ability to use the wind
files from the archive to reduce data movement
costs during forecast model execution.
5.2. Grid Middleware
In the last few years, there has been increased
deployment of Grid technologies on commodity
clusters. These clusters are used to run scientific
applications and are shared across different
organizations forming large interdisciplinary virtual
communities. For our system we assume a minimal
software stack composed of existing grid
technologies and protocols to manage jobs and files,
namely, Grid Resource Allocation and Management
(GRAM)[2] and GridFTP[6] based in the Globus

toolkit. Additionally, the Globus Monitoring
Discovery System (MDS)[28] and Network
Weather Service (NWS)[27] configured at a site is
used to make a more informed resource
selection. During the resource selection process,
each of sites is queried for the queue status and the
bandwidth to each site. The resource selection
process is described in greater detail in §5.5. Once
a resource is selected, a credential to be used at this
site is obtained from a MyProxy[3] server.
MyProxy server is a credential management service
that stores Globus X.509 certificates. MyProxy
allows users to store their certificates and private
keys in the repository making it accessible from
different distributed resources. MyProxy issues a
short lifetime certificate to the system that can then
be used to authenticate to the remote system.
5.3. Application Coordinator
The Application Coordinator acts as a central
component for each of the model runs whether
initiated by the user through the portal or triggered
by the arrival of data through LDM. It uses the
resource selection component to select a grid site.
After the user proxy is obtained, the Application
Coordinator is able to perform Grid operations on
behalf of the user (in case of the hindcast) or a preconfigured user (for the forecast). The application
manager invokes a specified script to generate a
self-extracting package of the application for the
particular remote site. This self extracting package
is transferred to the remote site using GridFTP.
Once the file is transferred, the job is submitted to
the Globus gatekeeper using the GRAM protocol.
The GRAM protocol also allows users to poll for
the status of the jobs or associate listeners that get
invoked when the job status changes. Additionally,
when the job completes, we use GridFTP to retrieve
the compressed set of output files.
The Application Coordinator has been designed
to take configuration parameters about the
application, its requirements and environment. This
module supports running ADCIRC with different
grids for different geographical regions and
configurations. More recently, the module is being
customized to be used with different meteorological
models.
5.4. Application Preparation
In this work, we assume that the need for urgent
computing may necessitate situations that result in
ad-hoc quick social arrangements to make resources
available during a major storm or weather event.
5

This has implications on how and what we can
expect a site to have installed and/or preconfigured. It is possible that the binaries may not

ADCIRC might vary slightly on different
resources.
!
Finally, create the compressed file

Figure 4. Job status and resource status from the Figure 5. Job History and result files from the
portal
portal

Figure 6. Hindcast mode from the portal
be installed on the target resource. Once a resource
for a particular ensemble member is selected, we
need to create the application package that will be
needed for the particular resource. We create a selfextracting archive file using an open source product
called makeself. The self-extracting archive file
contains everything that is needed for a model run
and is the only file that is transferred to the selected
grid resource. While in this particular work, the
module contains the binary as well, it is possible to
use this for applications which might be preinstalled at sites. The specific steps that are
involved in creating this bundle include:
!
Running a program that converts the
netCDF version of the input wind file to a
version compatible with the ADCIRC model.
!
Select the correct set of ADCIRC
executables for the given resource architecture
and model run.
!
Identifying specific arguments that are
required at the remote end when the bundle is
extracted, e.g. the actual MPI command for

containing the binary and all the input data.
As described previously in §2, these model runs
are usually hotstarted with previous day’s model
results. The Application Preparation module checks
a “correspondence” description file to identify the
type of hotstart file required for a particular wind
type and grid. It checks to see if this file has been
generated previously and is available either locally
or remotely in the archives. If the file does not
already exist, it checks to see if another process is
running right now that might generate it. If the file
is being generated by another process it waits for
the process to complete, otherwise a process is
launched to generate the hotstart file.
5.5. Resource Selection
The Grid sites vary greatly in performance and
availability.
Even
with
pre-established
arrangements for exclusive access, resources and/or
services maybe down or unavailable. Hence, given
the criticality of the model run completion, we
choose to use a dynamic resource selection
algorithm to select an appropriate site for the job
submission.
6

During the resource selection process, each of
the sites is queried for the queue status and the
bandwidth. Globus MDS[28] is an information
service that aggregates information about resources
and services that are available at a site. Network
Weather Service (NWS)[27] is a sensor based
distributed system that periodically monitors and
dynamically forecasts performance measurements
such as CPU and bandwidth.
We have developed a simple plug-in based
resource-ranking library. While currently we use
only real-time information, the library is flexible in
allowing us to collect historical information to
make better and more accurate predictions. The
question we try to answer in our resource selection
is "Where should I run this job right now?" The
library is built on top of Java CoG Kit[24] and uses
the standard libraries for querying resources. The
framework is completely extensible and can easily
accommodate more sophisticated algorithms in the
future.
The resource selection first searches a list of
remote resources to confirm availability in terms of
appropriate authentication and authorization access
to the resource, ascertain running of the basic
Globus services such as GridFTP and GRAM. All
remote resources meeting the above requirements
are then ranked according to the real-time
information including queue status and bandwidth.
This allows us to balance the implications of data
movement costs with computational running time.
Based on queue and the bandwidth a total time
estimate on each resource is calculated to rank the
resources. The algorithm takes approximate running
times for the model and the data sizes as input to
perform this calculation.
5.6. Portal
In addition to timely execution of the model, it is
important to be able to share the data with the
community at large while shielding the consumers
of the information from the complexity of the
underlying system. We use an Open Grid
Computing Environment (OGCE) based portal
interface to make available the status of the runs
and output files from the daily forecast runs. Figure
4 shows the status of the model runs and Figure 5
shows the results available from the portal. A color
marker shows the current state of the run (i.e. “data
arrived”, “running”, etc.). In addition end users can
use the portal to launch hindcast model execution

(Figure 6) in a grid computing environment using
the files from the SCOOP archives.
5.7. Fault Tolerance and Recovery
We apply a number of techniques to diagnose
and repair errors that might occur during run-time,
using a two-phase approach in the ADCIRC
Application Manager. The first phase uses retries in
the event of a failure or a timeout, and the step is
retried a specified number of times. If the retries do
not resolve the failure, a "persistent" error has
occurred. The execution of the application
coordinator has distinct phases (move files, run job,
etc.). Persistent errors may occur in one of these
labeled phases. A persistent error causes the
decoder to retry beginning at an appropriate earlier
phase. In addition, certain kinds of persistent
errors, such as a failure to successfully transfer a
file to a selected resource, cause that resource to be
omitted from consideration during the resource
selection phase of the retry. This error handling
allows the complete execution of model runs under
many different adverse circumstances, taking
advantage of the inherent redundancy in a grid
enabled environment. The application manager can
easily detect errors and take appropriate
rectification action. But sometimes errors might
occur at the model level producing garbled data or a
process might run longer than expected and not
produce the output. In future implementations, we
anticipate we will need additional error checking to
detect these scenarios to decrease the probabilities
of failures.
5.8. Monitoring and Notification
A central component of our design is proactive
monitoring of the status of the application and data.
This monitoring system is based on standard tools
and techniques such as Network Weather
Service[27] and instrumentation points at various
points of the data flow. The key to managing a
distributed adaptation framework is a standard
messaging interface. Our messaging interface is
based on the workflow tracking tools and eventing
system (WS-Messenger)[10] being built as part of
another NSF ITR project - LEAD (Linked
Environments for Atmospheric Discovery)[26].
Every component in our system publishes status
information such as “input data arrived”, “task
started”, “task finished”, etc. This status
information is available through the portal interface
(Figure 5). In addition, the resource monitoring
portlet reads a web service we created that serves
7

CPU availability and network bandwidth data. The
data itself is currently collected using MDS, NWS
and the LEAD eventing system and then stored in a
MySQL database.

6.

tolerance that was needed in the Application
Coordinator to recover from various errors that
might occur during execution. This was then built
into the more recent version of the Coordinator. We
are currently planning on wrapping these
capabilities as web services allowing for more wide
spread use in the Grid framework and workflow
tools.
Our resource selection algorithm is
simplistic, but more generally the framework we
have developed allows us to easily integrate other
more sophisticated algorithms that are being
researched in the Grid community.

Deployment Experiences

Various components of the framework have been
tested and deployed in the context of hurricane
storm surge over the past two years. In this section
we briefly describe our evaluation and experiences.
6.1. Resource Pool Management
The following SCOOP partner and SURAGrid
sites have been tested and added to the resource
pool for ADCIRC - local resources at Renaissance
Computing Institute (RENCI), Texas A&M
University (TAMU), University of Florida(UFL),
University of Alabama at Huntsville(UAH), and
University of Louisiana Lafayette (ULL). Each of
the sites run basic Globus grid services such as the
Gatekeeper for job submission, GridFTP for file
transfer, and an information service and Network
Weather Service. Our current infrastructure is based
on the pre-web service protocol stack available in
Globus versions 2.x through 4.x. It is important
that the basic Globus services are configured
correctly at all sites that might be used for the
model runs. We have a test suite that is used to test
all sites to verify the basic services are running and
configured correctly. The test suite verifies the
access rights, firewall, configuration of Globus
services and the batch scheduler that might
configured at the site. The sites are tested
periodically to verify correct operation. The test
suite helps detect, diagnose errors more proactively.
To easily add resources to the pool, we use
configuration properties. This allows us to add
other resources to the pool, without any
programmatic changes. The properties include the
addresses for the Globus services, firewall port
information and security credentials that can be
used for a resource.
6.2. Application Coordinator
The application coordinator is configured using a
property file allowing easy addition of model
configuration parameters etc. An application can
use the framework by supplying application
specific properties and scripts for creating the
packaging, etc. As mentioned the framework is
being applied to the North Carolina Forecasting
System to run ADCIRC with different grids and
other meteorological models. Our early experiences
showed the need for higher resilience and fault

7.

Related Work

Grid computing has been increasingly used to
run scientific applications from different domains
including earthquake engineering, bioinformatics,
astronomy, meteorology, etc. Our framework
specifically addresses the problems of the need of
increased reliability and fault tolerance and
recovery that is needed in the context of time
sensitive application such as storm surge prediction.
Grid scheduling and adaptation techniques have
been based on evaluating system and application
performance are used to make scheduling and/or
rescheduling decisions. Heuristic techniques are
often used to qualitative select and map tasks to
available resource pools[25]. Our resource selection
algorithm is fairly simplistic and only considers
queue status and bandwidth measurements to make
a decision. While this is simplistic, it works
effectively in our current resource environment.
The API has been designed to be flexible to allow
easy addition of other more sophisticated
algorithms in the future.

8.

Conclusions and Future Work

This framework provides a solid foundation on
which to build a highly reliable Grid environment
for applications that might be time sensitive and/or
critical.
An enhancement to the computational system
currently being developed is the selection of the
ADCIRC model grid based on the predicted storm
landfall location. We envision a suite of ADCIRC
domains with the same basic open-ocean detail, but
with different grids resolving different parts of the
coastal region and supporting flooding and surge
inundation.
Grid and portal standards have been a moving
target for a few years now. Our software stack for
this work was guided by state of the art at the time
of the project inception. More recently technology
8

implementations of the standard (i.e. JSR 168) and
grid standards (WSRF) have stabilized and we will
transition to support Globus 4.0 web services and
OGCE-2 for our portlets.
Our experiences with building and deploying the
framework emphasize the need for increased fault
tolerance and recovery techniques to be
implemented in real Grid environments. We are
investigating standardized web services interfaces
that will allow applications to be easily run in a
Grid environment with capabilities such as resource
selection and fault tolerance. In addition, userfriendly modules that allow scientists to specify the
properties needed by the Application Coordinator
are being investigated. Data collected from the
operation of the framework during the hurricane
season will drive further evolution of the
framework.

9.
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